Foreman - Bug #8402

Reports from the last xx Days not displaying day filter option

11/13/2014 11:56 PM - David LeVene

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: David LeVene
Category: Reporting
Target version: 1.7.2

Description
When looking at any host, there is the option to limit the days or reports seen - from the install this has not been visible. There were issues with certain config setting set to 0, so this may be related to that (http://projects.theforeman.org/issues/8294)

Reports from the last <blank> days - 199 reports found
See screenshot.

Associated revisions
Revision 9a35ba05 - 01/20/2015 05:18 AM - David LeVene
fixes #8402 - Reports from the last xx Days not displaying day filter option

The query for the latest report was returning a random report
Add in order by, so we are always getting the oldest report

Revision 6cfcdb61 - 01/27/2015 10:58 AM - David LeVene
fixes #8402 - Reports from the last xx Days not displaying day filter option

The query for the latest report was returning a random report
Add in order by, so we are always getting the oldest report
(cherry picked from commit 9a35ba0514d18c9e10d83e3b655d66f6a32b8901)

History
#1 - 11/14/2014 04:15 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Category changed from Settings to Reporting

#2 - 01/15/2015 08:36 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/2090 added
- Pull request deleted ()

#3 - 01/16/2015 03:23 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Assignee set to David LeVene
#4 - 01/20/2015 05:18 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Legacy Backlogs Release (now unused) set to 30

#5 - 01/20/2015 06:01 AM - Anonymous
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 9a35ba0514d18c9e10d83e3b655d66f6a32b8901.
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